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Dear City Council,
Read my story…before you damage anymore people and the environment.
I have been educating people about the dangers of cell phones and smart meters from the get
go…that would be about 35 years now.
As an RN I watched the brain cancer diagnosis and death skyrocket after cell
phones were released to the general public. Some were my friends who did not listen. I have
experienced first hand the physical/mental harmful effects of radiation poisoning from phones,
Wi-Fi, All the Gs.
In 2019 Sebastopol was evacuated for the fires in October.
When I exited and went to the country, hours from here, all my full body pain, brain fog,
indigestion, dry skin, etc. …disappeared. Within hours of returning to Sebastopol
the symptoms came raging back. I called a friend…who monitors the towers and measures the
frequencies. He told me levels skyrocketed and showed me the 5 G
antenna everywhere in town. And it wasn’t just me that noticed…many of us felt like
s**t. You went against OUR WILL, the people’s vote to ban 5G. Shame on you.
I had to move in March 2020. I continued to get sicker.
I moved to the country outside of Sebastopol away from towers.
Only to discover, that a “Tower” was activated behind the fire station one month after I moved
there. In early June I participated in a 5 day class, 5 hours a day to get the latest from global
scientists and activists regarding the harm of radiation, Wi-Fi, 4/5 G, smart (dumb) anything.
It is an energy weapon released on the environment
and all living organisms. I knew that…I just didn’t know how long it’s been around,
how destructive it was and how political it is. Now I do.
June 5th, 2020 in my new home I had a severe dizzy spell which dropped me to the floor. I
was nauseated, everything was spinning, I couldn’t move. It lasted about 15 seconds or less.
Then, it magically disappeared. This is one of the things that
a 5G pulse can do to someone, not to mention it can also Kill people.
Two days later, June 7th, in the exact same spot of my home I was struck again.
This time I had no awareness to ease myself to the floor. I passed out cold…
on a granite floor and woke up (not sure how long I was out) in excruciating pain.
I ended up at Memorial Hospital in Santa Rosa with 2 fractured vertebrae, Right scapula and
ribs out of alignment, a severe concussion and a bruised pancreas.
I underwent three full days of testing everything under the sun trying to assess why I passed
out. On the fourth day, my team of specialists (Hospitalist, Cardiologist, Orthopedic,
Endocrine Specialist, Neurologist) came to report their findings.
Here’s what they said:
“Good news: You are the healthiest person we've ever seen in the hospital.”

“Bad news: We have no idea why you passed out.”
My response: “You forgot to ask me one important question in your assessment...
'Ms. Meyer, What do you think happened regarding this loosing consciousness episode.'” They
all were stunned and surprised to say the least…all agreed not one
of them asked me that question.
At that point I gave them a 15 minute monologue on 5G, what it is and it’s dangers.
Not one of them knew what 5G was. Why is that? When it is so damaging?
Now it’s a year and a half later, I am still recovering from the injuries.
I have not had one “fainting episode” since.
I took precautions to get devices to somewhat neutralize the energy weapon's frequencies…
which cost me hundreds of dollars. Not to mention the 10s of thousands of dollars in medical
bills.
So really…why would anyone want to support your “DUMB METERS”?
By overriding the peoples vote, you are going against our constitutional rights and vote. You
are participating in delivering energy weapons which create illness, injure, disable and kill.
You are committing crimes against humanity and nature.
Shame on you. How much money are you being paid to do this?
Below is the “official response” to your crimes.
My response is more personal.
Sincerely,
Bonney Meyer, RN
No Money for 3000 Smart Water Meters in Sebastopol!
Dear Sebastopol City Council and Staff,
Please do not approve the proposed purchase of smart water meters. Adding 3000 smart water
meters will increase water rates and add more EMF radiation in Sebastopol. Sebastopol banned
smart meters in 2013 for “matters of public health, safety and consumer protection.”  
This purchase is inconsistent with:
Sebastopol’s General Plan Community Health and Wellness Goals to minimize EMF’s
including city-wide opt out of public utility smart meters;
the City Councils Objectives and Goals to protect the environment and mitigate known
threats to the environment and;
the Zero Waste Sonoma purchasing policy which calls for purchasing products that
minimize environmental impacts, toxins, pollution and hazards to worker and community
safety, as well as to purchase durable and long lasting products. (If a smart water meter
battery fails, the whole unit has to be replaced.)
EMF radiation threatens nature, public health, and the EMF aware and sensitive community. Peer
reviewed published studies find EMF radiation causes a wide range of health impacts: “Effects
include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase in harmful free radicals, genetic damages,
structural and functional changes of the reproductive system, learning and memory deficits,
neurological disorders, and negative impacts on general well-being in humans.”
https://www.emfscientist.org/  
This is a decision that cannot be undone for many years. Please reconsider.

Respectfully,

